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Chapter 2201: Alchemy Master 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei was not one to meddle in other people's business. The reason why he wanted 

to help the green Lotus Daoist sect was to earn some extra money and also to see the woman who 

dared to go against the Jiang family! 

Unfortunately, Chen Xiaobei's words sounded like a funny joke to Zheng Daqian and the others. 

"You want Hua hanyue to come and get the pills in three days? Are you crazy?" 

 Hua hanyue is so terrifying. If you dare to lie to her, she'll make sure you die without a corpse!  

"Let's not waste time talking nonsense with this kid! He was a fool! You're asking for it, yet you want to 

drag us down with you!" 

Zheng Daqian and the others were disgusted. They did not believe that Chen Xiaobei could make the 

iron bone body strengthening pill in three days! 

Moreover, Zheng Daqian and the others were also deeply afraid of Hua hanyue. They did not dare to 

joke about this matter, for fear of angering that woman! 

"I know you won't believe me so easily!" 

 how about this? tell me where the green Lotus Daoist sect is, and I'll talk to your Sifu myself!  Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

"Save your breath, kid!" 

The disciples said disdainfully,"my master is a top-tier alchemy master in the second level of the starry 

sea!" Even the head of a sect must make an appointment to see my master! You don't even have the 

right to make an appointment!" 

"Alright, since you guys look down on me, I won't be so nice to you!" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, "  however, don't blame me for not warning you. If you can't find the 

snow-feathered Eagle, you'll have to bear Hua hanyue's anger!  

 this ...  hearing this, everyone gasped. 

Zheng Daqian thought for a moment and said in a deep voice, "  the snow feathered Eagle is extremely 

difficult to find. If we don't catch it by today, master won't have enough time to refine the pill and will 

definitely delay the deadline ... Why don't we try this as a last resort and test this kid!  

Hearing this, the others silently nodded. 

If she did not believe Chen Xiaobei, she would definitely delay it! 

If he believed in Chen Xiaobei, he might have a chance of survival! 

Since that was the case, even if it was a gamble, he had to take this gamble! 
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Zheng Daqian composed himself, and his tone softened. He said politely, " "Little brother! I can see that 

you're full of confidence, so you should have real ability! I'm willing to bring you back to the sect and let 

you meet my master!" 

"Ha, just trust me!"  of course!  Chen Xiaobei smiled.  as long as you can afford the spiritual stones, I will 

not disappoint you!  

"As long as little brother can resolve our pressing needs, spirit stones will definitely not be a problem?" 

"Please!" Zheng Daqian said confidently. 

…… 

After flying for a while, Chen Xiaobei followed Zheng Daqian and the rest to the legendary Green Lotus 

Daoist sect! 

It had to be said that pill refining was really a rare profession! 

The rarer something was, the more expensive it would be. The profits of pill refinement were naturally 

extremely high too! 

As soon as he entered the green Lotus Daoist sect, all he could see were gorgeous and exquisite palaces 

and pavilions. Gold, Jade, and precious pearls could be seen almost everywhere! The God statues in the 

hall were made of extremely precious metals! 

It could be seen that the green Lotus Daoist sect was very rich! He definitely didn't lack spirit stones! 

No wonder the nine core disciples all had their own flying swords, and Zheng da Qian was so confident 

that he told Chen Xiaobei that the spiritual stones were not a problem! 

Seeing this, Chen Xiaobei was tempted to do the pill business himself! 

Not to mention anything else, as long as he could refine the heavenly essence realm-breaking pill and 

heavenly essence sublimation pill, he could definitely make the whole world go crazy for it! 

Even if one used their toes to think, they would know that these two pills could easily be sold for a sky-

high price! 

Moreover, any force would definitely fight for it! 

Of course, this was just a concept that had not yet taken shape. To actually implement it, a lot of work 

still needed to be done! 

Chen Xiaobei did not need to think too much about it! 

Following Zheng Daqian and the others, they soon arrived at the place where zongru Zhenren was 

refining pills! 

Green Lotus pill Hall! 

 little brother, wait outside the hall. I'll go and inform the others!  

Zheng Daqian instructed, and then quietly walked into the pill Hall alone. 



Chen Xiaobei stood outside and peeked in. There were only two people in the huge elixir Hall. 

It was an old man with white hair and a black Daoist robe. Needless to say, he was the sect master of the 

green Lotus Daoist sect, a righteous man! 

Beside him stood a man with a serious look in his eyes. He looked similar to the old man and had a 

strong aura. He was also dressed in high-class clothes. He was probably the young master of the green 

Lotus Daoist sect! 

Zheng Daqian walked over and asked for instructions in a low voice. 

The old man did not say a word. 

The man beside him frowned slightly and said something with a look of disdain. 

Although he could not hear it, Chen Xiaobei could guess that the man did not believe that Chen Xiaobei 

could make the iron bone body-strengthening pill in three days! 

Of course, no one in the human world would believe such a thing! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei's alchemy skills were derived from the Grand Supreme elderly Lord's recipe. 

Compared to the alchemy skills in the human world, it was 1800 billion times better! Mortals naturally 

couldn't understand it and couldn't believe it! 

Zheng Daqian was still explaining in a low voice, as if he was trying to persuade the man to make a last 

resort. 

Chen Xiaobei could not be bothered to pay attention to them and turned his attention to righteous man. 

As the saying goes, the layman sees the show, while the expert sees the skill! 

Chen Xiaobei glanced at it and felt like laughing."The alchemy skills in the human world are really weak! 

This old man is known as the first-rate alchemy Grandmaster of the second level of the starry sea, but he 

can't even control the fire well!" 

He saw that the righteous Daoist was staring at the alchemy furnace with full concentration. His hands 

were forming a fire-controlling gesture, and his face was extremely gloomy. 

From this, it could be seen that the righteous old Daoist must be worried about not being able to control 

the most reasonable temperature and intensity of the fire! 

After waiting for a moment, the righteous Daoist finally made a new movement, forming three fire 

controlling hand seals in succession! 

"Funny! Controlling the fire like this, the effect was no different from just now! To think that he even 

hesitated for half a day, he's simply too weak!" 

Chen Xiaobei laughed in his heart, but he could not help shaking his head. 

Although he did not say it out loud, Chen Xiaobei's shake of his head had angered the man! 

As the young master of the green Lotus sect, the man was naturally very proud. He could not stand Chen 

Xiaobei shaking his head at the door while his father was refining pills! 



The man strode over, his face dark as he said disdainfully, " "What do you mean by shaking your head?" 

"Shake your head?" 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. Since he had been discovered, there was no need to play dumb."The 

reason why I shook my head was because I felt that there was something wrong with enlightened Yi ru's 

fire controlling technique!" 

"You little brat! What big words you have!" 

The man was furious,"my father is a top alchemy master in the second level of the starry sea!" What 

right do you have to criticize him? The way I see it, you don't know anything about alchemy!" 

"I don't understand?" 

"If your father is a top-tier Alchemist in the second level of the starry sea, then I'm the top-tier Alchemist 

in the entire human world! It's his honor for me to comment on him, and he'll benefit for the rest of his 

life!" 

As soon as he said that, the crowd exploded! 
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"You little brat! How dare you humiliate my father!" 

As the young master of the green Lotus sect, Zhang Qingshan was naturally furious when he heard Chen 

Xiaobei's words. 

"Even if you're young and frivolous, there should be a limit! My father is a famous alchemy 

Grandmaster! You're not even fit to carry his shoes! He actually had the face to boast that he was the 

top of the human world? You're simply shameless!" 

Zhang Qingshan was furious. After scolding Chen Xiaobei, he turned to Zheng Daqian and scolded, " 

"Zheng Daqian! How did you manage to be the head core disciple? He actually believed this little brat's 

words? You're simply stupid!" 

"I ..." 

Zheng Daqian's face was full of embarrassment. Cold sweat poured down like rain, and he said 

awkwardly, " "I just wanted to take a gamble ... I didn't know that this kid would be so arrogant ..." He 

said. 

"What are you talking about? Immediately chase him away! Don't disturb my father's pill refining!" 

Zhang Qingshan angrily shouted. 

"Yes ... As you command!" 

Zheng Daqian swallowed his saliva and turned to Chen Xiaobei.  "You little brat, you've really brought 

me a lot of trouble!" 
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"And here I thought you had some real ability, but after all this, you're just a lunatic who brags without 

even writing a draft! You should leave before my young master is truly angry! Don't ever step into the 

territory of my Green Lotus Daoist sect again!" 

Obviously, Zheng Daqian was also very angry. After all, he was the one who brought Chen Xiaobei back. 

Now that something like this had happened, Zheng Daqian could not help but be blamed! 

"Get lost! Quickly get out of our Green Lotus Dao sect!" 

"You little brat! How dare you humiliate my master! If you don't get lost, we won't be polite to you!" 

"Get lost! Hurry up and get lost!" 

Around him, the other eight core disciples also looked angry. 

They looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he was their enemy, and they wanted to hang him up and beat him up. 

"Ignorant!" 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head, his eyes full of concern for a mentally-disabled child! 

In front of a bunch of ignorant people, Chen Xiaobei knew that he had to show off his skills! 

Chen Xiaobei said, " "The fire is like a mountain, and the peak turns! The heat of the fire is like waves, 

step by step!" 

"What nonsense is this? Yellow-haired brat! If you don't understand, then pretend to understand!" 

"I've already given you a chance, but you didn't cherish it!" Zhang Qingshan shouted angrily. Since you 

don't want to get lost, then don't blame me for being impolite!" 

"Swish!" 

Zhang Qingshan could not take it anymore. He raised his fist and punched Chen Xiaobei in the face! 

As the young master of a sect in the second level of the starry sea, Zhang Qingshan's strength had 

surpassed the first place on the minor heavenly fate ranking in apocalypse Starfield by an entire minor 

realm! He had reached the six-fire god-refining realm! 

Four million combat power was unleashed! 

His fist was like a meteorite, striking out with terrifying power and speed! 

Of course, Zhang Qingshan did not think much of Chen Xiaobei. He simply threw out a punch without 

using any tactics or Dharma. 

He probably just wanted to cripple Chen Xiaobei, not kill him. 

From this, it could be seen that the people of the green Lotus Daoist sect were still relatively kind. At 

least they left a line and did not go too far. 

"That kid deserved it! You dare to humiliate my master, you're simply asking for it!" Zheng da Qian and 

the other eight core disciples were watching from the side. 



In their eyes, Chen Xiaobei was not Zhang Qingshan's match. He would definitely be defeated by Zhang 

Qingshan. 

That was why they used the word 'deserved'. It was as if Chen Xiaobei had been blown to pieces. 

However! In the next moment! Everyone at the scene was instantly stunned! Like a stone statue, he was 

completely frozen on the spot! 

"Whoosh!" 

Chen Xiaobei's expression did not change as he faced the meteor-like fist. He casually extended a finger. 

A finger against a fist! 

In the eyes of others, this was simply like an egg hitting a stone, and he would lose without a doubt! 

But the result was unexpected! 

Chen Xiaobei had blocked Zhang Qingshan's punch with only one finger! 

Chen Xiaobei did not even take half a step back, but Zhang Qingshan took three steps back, almost 

falling to the ground! 

 how ... How is this possible?!  Zhang Qingshan tried his best to stabilize himself. He looked at Chen 

Xiaobei as if he had just seen a ghost! 

Zheng Daqian and the others also looked as if they had seen a ghost. They were amazed and couldn't 

believe their eyes. 

 my God ... This kid is too strong!  

"Yup! He looked like he was only twenty-one or twenty-two years old, but his strength actually 

surpassed the thirty-seven year old young master! It's simply unbelievable!" 

"Who the hell is this kid? He was so young! Yet, it was so powerful! Don't tell me he's from a top force in 

the earth-god Realm?" 

"If that's the case, we'll be in big trouble ..." 

Everyone was shocked and racked their brains to figure out Chen Xiaobei's identity, afraid that Chen 

Xiaobei had the support of the earth-god Realm! 

Just thinking about it made everyone's scalps go numb and their limbs turn cold! 

All of a sudden, Zhang Qingshan was terrified! Zheng Daqian was terrified! The other eight people were 

so scared that they did not even dare to take a deep breath. They were afraid that Chen Xiaobei would 

attack them! 

That was why strength was the absolute truth! 

In this world where the strong preyed on the weak, strength was the iron rule that reigned above 

everything! Power was an eternal truth! 

Chen Xiaobei's display of strength had shocked everyone! 



It was not that the six-fire god-refining technique was that powerful, but at Chen Xiaobei's age, anyone 

who could reach that level was a rare talent! 

Zhang Qingshan and the others all had earth-god instruments, but they didn't dare to take them out! 

They were all afraid of the 'super powerful backer' behind Chen Xiaobei! 

In their opinion, a heaven's favorite that was as rare as Phoenix Feathers and Qilin horns definitely had 

an extraordinary background! 

They couldn't afford to offend him! 

However, they would never have thought that Chen Xiaobei did not have anyone to back him up! 

The power that he had just displayed was the result of Chen Xiaobei's recent cultivation! 

The beast blood of the sky-killing tyrant body technique and the spiritual aura of heaven and earth had 

increased Chen Xiaobei's health to 5.9 million! 

After consuming the life of one of the core elders and 288000 high-grade spiritual stones, Chen Xiaobei's 

combat power had increased to 4.076 million! 

Because of that, even though they were both at the six-fire god-refining level, Chen Xiaobei could still 

defeat Zhang Qingshan! 

"Father? Why are you here? If you don't keep an eye on it, this furnace of medicinal herbs will be 

completely wasted!" 

At this moment, Zhang Qingshan's expression changed drastically. He saw Daoist Yiru leaving the 

furnace and quickly walking over. 

The reason why alchemists were rare was because the cost of refining pills was extremely high! 

A furnace of herbs would consume hundreds of millions of spirit stones. If the refinement failed, it 

would turn into ashes and lose everything! 

Even the wealthy young master of the green Lotus Daoist sect felt his heart ache for the medicinal herbs 

that were being refined! 

It could be seen that even if an ordinary person had some talent, they did not have the wealth to 

become an Alchemist! 

"You, back down!" 

Daoist Yi looked at Zhang Qingshan from the corner of his eyes and walked up to Chen Xiaobei! 

Who dared to think about it! 

As the leader of a sect, the white-haired and righteous man was bowing to Chen Xiaobei! 

What was even more unexpected was that after the righteous man bowed, he actually added another 

shocking sentence. 



"Listening to your words is better than reading a hundred years of books! Young master's advice has 

enlightened me! Not only will it stabilize the fire, but it will also benefit me for the rest of my life!" 

Daoist Yi ru composed himself and said solemnly, " "Young master's kindness is the same as my 

master's!" 
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"What? My teacher?" 

As soon as he said that, the crowd exploded! Zhang Qingshan was dumbfounded, Zheng Daqian was 

dumbfounded, and the eight core disciples were dumbfounded! 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei's advice was equivalent to a teacher's advice! 

Everyone in the room was one generation lower than perfected Yi ru. If Chen Xiaobei was considered as 

perfected Yi ru's teacher, then everyone in the room was equivalent to Chen Xiaobei's grand-disciple, 

and they had to call him Grandmaster! 

'F * ck!' It was simply too face-smacking! 

Zhang Qingshan's face was ashen and embarrassed, " "Father ... Are you confused? What did this kid 

do? What right do you have to be your teacher?" 

"Shut up! You blind fool!" Enlightened person Yi ru angrily shouted. 

 yes ...  Zhang Qing Shan swallowed his saliva. 

In his memory, his father rarely got angry. Looking at the situation in front of him, he was definitely not 

joking! It was impossible for him to be confused! 

Zheng Daqian and the others didn't dare to speak. They bowed and were extremely respectful. 

"The fire is like a mountain, and the peak turns! The heat of the fire is like waves, step by step!" 

"This young master only used two sentences to solve the problem that had troubled me for many years! 

His alchemy skills are ten thousand times better than mine!" 

Immortal Yi ru said with full of admiration,"In front of him, I'm at most a primary school student! As for 

the few of you, you are complete laymen who don't understand the brilliance of this young master!" 

 this ... This, this, this ...  Zhang Qingshan, Zheng Daqian, and the others 'faces turned very ugly. They 

were extremely embarrassed. 

Just half a minute ago, they were all mocking Chen Xiaobei and driving him away. 

Only then did they realize that they were like a bunch of clowns in front of Chen Xiaobei. Chen Xiaobei 

did not even bother to get serious with them. 

"What's this? Hurry up and apologize to this young master!" Enlightened person Yi said angrily. 

"Yes, sir ..." 
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Zhang Qingshan, Zheng Daqian, and the others swallowed their saliva. They did not dare to waste any 

more time and bowed to Chen Xiaobei.   young master, we were blind to have offended you ... We 

apologize to you, and hope you can forgive us ...  

"Forget it, it's embarrassing for me to lower myself to the level of a junior!" Chen Xiaobei waved his 

hand nonchalantly. 

 thank you, Childe ...  Zhang Qingshan, Zheng Daqian, and the others 'faces turned red and green. They 

were treated as juniors by Chen Xiaobei, but they did not dare to refute him. 

"Young master!" Daoist priest ru continued. Please take a seat in the guest-welcoming Hall, and allow 

me to serve you spiritual fruit and spiritual tea before we discuss the cooperation!" 

"There's no need to eat or drink!" "I'm only interested in spiritual stones!" Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Young master is a straightforward person and very forthright!" 

Daoist priest Yi ru flattered him and then said directly, " "I won't beat around the bush! I heard from my 

disciple da Qian that the young master can produce a batch of iron bone body strengthening pills in 

three days! Is this for real?" 

"What's wrong? Don't you trust me?" Chen Xiaobei said. 

"No, no, no!"  no!  enlightened Yi ru shook his head.  it's my fault for being ignorant. I can't imagine how 

you're going to make it ... It's definitely not because I don't trust you!  

"Since you trust me, then cut the crap!" Chen Xiaobei said. How to make it is my secret. I can't tell you!" 

"Yes, yes, yes ... I was rude! I shouldn't have spoken out of turn!" Enlightened Yi ru was extremely 

respectful as he said, " "Since young master is so confident, the conditions of this cooperation will be 

decided by young master!" 

 Oh? " Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, " you're quite generous, old man!  I won't cheat you. 

However many spirit stones you sell, I'll take half, and we'll split it 50 - 50!" 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei did not know much about the market for pills. He had no idea how much a low-

level pill could sell for. 

Using a 50 - 50 method to cooperate, if true man Yi ru wanted to make money, he would try to raise the 

selling price as high as possible. 

By then, Chen Xiaobei would only need to make the pills and collect the money. 

If there was money to be earned, Chen Xiaobei would not lose out! 

"No problem! No problem at all!" 

Enlightened Yi was a little surprised and immediately made a decision,"As long as young master can 

deliver the goods on time and don't let that woman Hua hanyue cause trouble, we will split the spiritual 

stones 50 - 50! No, even four or six points will do!" 

It was obvious that enlightened Yi ru was really afraid of Hua hanyue. 



To be able to settle this intrepid woman was simply a great thing. As righteous as a true person, he 

would naturally lose money and avoid disaster! 

"Tell me, how many do you want to refine? How much can we earn?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"This batch of medicinal pills, we agreed on thirty pills! One thousand middle-grade spirit stones each! 

The total price is 30000 medium spiritual stones!" 

"If young master can't make so many in three days, you can take your time. We'll only be delivering the 

goods in three months!" 

"Heh, I said three days, so I'll only use three days!" 

 you can contact Hua hanyue now!  Chen Xiaobei said.  if you can't hand over the pills, I'll bear all the 

consequences!  

 this ...  Yi ru Zhenren swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, "  I'll contact Hua hanyue after the pills 

are formed ... If there's an accident and I don't have enough pills, she'll go crazy!  

"It seems like you still don't trust my ability!" 

 Oh? " Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows.  if I can make 300 iron bone strengthening pills in three days, 

can you sell them all? " 

"What? 300 ... 300?" Yi ru Zhenren was dumbfounded, he couldn't believe his ears. 

"Right! You didn't hear wrong!" 

 low-level medicinal pills are not difficult for me at all! I can guarantee 300 of them in three days!  Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

 how ... How is this possible?!  

"I've been on the path of alchemy for over a hundred years, but I've never heard of such a thing!" Three 

hundred pills in three days, this is simply a fantasy!" 

Upon hearing this, Zhang Qingshan, Zheng Daqian, and the others were even more dumbfounded. They 

felt like they were listening to a fantasy story and couldn't believe a single word! 

"Since you've never heard of it, I'll let you know!" Three hundred pills in three days. If one pill is missing, 

it's my loss!" 

 this ...  enlightened Yi ru swallowed his saliva. 

From the bottom of his heart, enlightened Yi ru absolutely didn't believe it! 

However, if he showed that he did not trust Chen Xiaobei, he was afraid that Chen Xiaobei would be 

angry. So, he had to agree, " "Good! We're all looking forward to it! Let's see young master's 

performance!" 

"If that's the case, let's not waste any more time!" Chen Xiaobei said. Immediately go and prepare all the 

medicinal herbs needed for the pill! In addition, contact all the buyers within three days! On the day the 

pill is formed, I'm going to collect the spirit stones!" 



 O-okay ...  Yi ru swallowed his saliva and wanted to slap himself. 

If he contacted the buyers now, the green Lotus Daoist sect would be torn down by the buyers if Chen 

Xiaobei could not produce so many pills! 

"Don't be nervous!"  don't worry!  Chen Xiaobei laughed.  you'll earn big if you work with me!  
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"Alright ..." 

How could he not be nervous? but he had already promised Chen Xiaobei and he could not go back on 

his words."Da Qian! Bring out the snow feathered Eagle you caught and let this young master bleed to 

refine a pill!" 

"Ah?" Zheng Daqian was stunned and said awkwardly, " "Master ... We didn't catch the snow feathered 

Eagle this time ..." 

 what??? " As if he had been struck by lightning, enlightened Yi said with a pained expression, " "A clever 

housewife can not cook a meal without rice! If you guys didn't catch the snow feather Eagle, then even if 

this young master has great abilities, he wouldn't be able to refine the iron bone body strengthening 

pill?" 

 I ... I'll bring people to catch him now ...  Zheng Daqian swallowed his saliva and turned to leave. 

"No need to go!" 

 it doesn't matter if you lack one or two herbs. You can just replace them with other herbs!  Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

"No..." 

"The blood of the snow feathered Eagle is the medicinal catalyst for the iron bone body strengthening 

pill!" I don't need much, but I must have it, or else I won't be able to form the pill!" 

"I said no need, so no need!" "Show me the recipe of the body-strengthening pill!" Chen Xiaobei said. 

 this ...  enlightened Yi ru hesitated for a moment, but he still took out an old piece of wax-yellow paper 

from his storage bracelet. 

What was recorded on the paper was the formula for the iron bone body strengthening pill. 

Chen Xiaobei scanned through it and said, " "Take the blood of any three-star Spirit beast, seven stalks 

grass, iron Qian Ling, white pachyma flower, and the other medicinal herbs in the pill formula! Get 

ready, I'll start refining the pill immediately!" 

"Seven common grass? Tie Qianling? White pachyma flowers?" 

Daoist Yiru's expression froze, and he said awkwardly, " "Young master, you must be joking. Without 

using the Snow feathered Eagle, he would not be able to form the pill! In addition to the three herbs you 
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mentioned, the entire pill formula has been changed! The final product won't be the iron bone body 

strengthening pill!" 

 what? " Chen Xiaobei did not answer but asked, " if you know it, do you think I don't? " 

 this ...  Yi ru Zhenren swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, " "I didn't mean it that way. I'm just 

worried ..." 

"What's there to worry about?" 

"I'm not trying to act cool!" Chen Xiaobei said. To me, refining the iron bone body strengthening pill is as 

easy as frying vegetables! We can cook it according to your method, but if we follow my method, it will 

definitely be more delicious!" 

"What? Refining pills is as easy as cooking vegetables?" 

As soon as he said that, everyone around him, including Daoist Yi ru, was dumbfounded! 

To an ordinary person, becoming an Alchemist was as difficult as ascending to heaven! 

Zhang Qingshan had been studying alchemy for more than 20 years, but he still couldn't be called an 

Alchemist. Even if it was a low-level pill, he still needed the help of a righteous person to refine it! 

Even if Yi ru Zhenren was refining pills himself, he also had to be careful and did not dare to be careless! 

In the process of refining pills, if there was even the slightest mistake, a furnace full of precious 

medicinal herbs could possibly turn into useless furnace ash and waste! 

From this, one could see how difficult it was to refine pills! 

But Chen Xiaobei said that it was as easy as stir-frying vegetables? 

This simple sentence instantly dealt a million times of critical damage to the hearts of everyone present! 

If pill refining was that simple, then wouldn't everyone in the world be a pill master? 

"Let's do as this young master says!" 

Yi ru Zhenren composed himself and said,"Qingshan! Great thousand! Hurry up and prepare the 

necessary items! Whether we succeed or fail, it all depends on this young master!" 

Now that things had come to this, enlightened Yi ru could only trust Chen Xiaobei and bet on it! If they 

did not trust Chen Xiaobei and did not hand over the pills, Hua hanyue would come after them! 

If he took a gamble, he might succeed! If he didn't bet, he would lose without a doubt! 

Therefore, even if enlightened Yi ru did not trust Chen Xiaobei, he had no choice but to take this gamble! 

If Chen Xiaobei could do it, then it would be a great deal! 

…… 

After a period of time, the required beast blood and medicinal herbs were all prepared. 



Chen Xiaobei had asked venerable Yi ru to arrange a separate elixir room for him on the grounds of 

confidentiality, and no outsiders were allowed in. 

Once everything was ready, Chen Xiaobei immediately started to make the pills! 

 whoosh ... Whoosh ... Whoosh ...  

Chen Xiaobei took out the green jade cauldron and added the herbs that Zhang Qingshan and the others 

had prepared into the cauldron according to the new ratio. 

If it was an ordinary person, they would definitely consider the losses after failure and usually only dare 

to put in a small amount of medicinal herbs! He would continue after finishing one batch! 

Chen Xiaobei did not even consider the possibility of failure as he threw all the herbs into the cauldron. 

If Daoist Master Yi ru was beside him, his heart would probably be bleeding! 

If the refinement failed, he would lose all his capital! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei added a type of three-star spiritual beast's blood and the three herbs that Chen 

Xiaobei had pointed out. 

Obviously, this beast blood and the snow Eagle's blood were completely different. However, after 

adding these three herbs, a similar medicinal effect could be achieved! 

This way, he could replace the snow feather Eagle's blood and successfully refine the iron bone body 

strengthening pill! 

Most importantly, Chen Xiaobei's witch Dragon Flame had reached divine-level! It could crush all the 

mystical fires in the human world! This would allow the medicinal essence to be refined to the greatest 

extent! 

At the same time, the green jade cauldron was almost an immortal artifact, better than all the alchemy 

furnaces in the human world! It could better lock in the medicinal essence, not letting a single trace leak 

out, completely settling into the medicinal pill! 

Coupled with Chen Xiaobei's precise control of the fire, the whole process was perfect! 

If a real alchemy master was present, he could be sure that after three days, this furnace of pills would 

have a 10000% success rate! 

The main point was that a perfect refining process would greatly increase the number of pills formed 

and the quality of medicinal effects! 

The number of pills formed would be even greater! The quality of the medicinal effects would be even 

better! 

"Done!" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "There's no doubt about this furnace of pills. I still have two and a half 

days left, so I can make the best use of it to cultivate!" 

Chen Xiaobei took out a large number of spiritual stones and started to cultivate! 



The spirit stones he had on hand had been reduced to 162000 upper spiritual stones! It was not enough 

to exhaust the life of a core elder of the Vermillion Bird branch! 

So, this time, Chen Xiaobei did not use the sunlight cache. He just used his normal time to cultivate! 

…… 

There were still two and a half days left, but Chen Xiaobei had only cultivated for 50 hours. 

In total, he had used 15000 upper spiritual stones and increased his combat power by 20000. 

"Normal cultivation is too slow. It's better to use the sunlight cache! It's a pity that I'm lacking spirit 

stones!" 

 don't worry!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  I'll sell the pills today!  The spirit stones I've earned should be 

enough for me to advance another small realm!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2205: I Regret 

"Young master ... What's the situation inside? Can we come in now?" 

Outside the alchemy room, Yi ru Zhenren, Zhang Qingshan and the others were already waiting outside. 

It was almost time for the agreed time, so they were naturally extremely nervous. 

"Come in!" 

 okay, " Chen Xiaobei replied. 

As soon as he finished speaking, enlightened Yi ru, Zhang Qingshan, and the others immediately rushed 

in. 

"Young master ... Did you succeed?" Reverend Yi ru swallowed his saliva and stared at the green jade 

cauldron nervously. 

"What do you think?" Chen Xiaobei retorted. 

"This ..." 

Enlightened Yi ru started to sweat,"it can't be that it failed, right?" I've already contacted Hua hanyue 

and some old clients ... If you fail, my reputation will be completely ruined ..." 

"Huh, failed?"  I can't even make a beginner-level pill! How am I supposed to be your teacher? " Chen 

Xiaobei laughed. 

"Ah?" Daoist Yiru's expression froze as he swallowed his saliva,"Could ... Could it be ... You've 

succeeded?" 

"Nonsense!" Chen Xiaobei activated the green jade cauldron. 

"Whoosh ..." 

In an instant, a subtle medicinal fragrance was emitted from the green jade cauldron! 
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Everyone who sniffed it felt invigorated, as if a clear stream of air flowed through their nostrils and into 

their bodies! It made every bone, every muscle, and even every pore feel comfortable! 

"Heavens! This medicinal fragrance was too magical! Inhaling it can actually relieve fatigue. This can 

even be used as medicine!" Zhang Qingshan was amazed. 

Zheng Daqian and the other core disciples were even more dumbfounded."Breathing in this medicinal 

fragrance, the circulation of qi and blood, all become very comfortable! The effects of refining one's 

body in the medicinal fragrance will definitely be very good!" 

The layman watched the show, while the expert watched the tricks! 

Daoist priest Yi ru directly exclaimed,"Qi follows the core! This was no ordinary medicinal fragrance! 

Instead, it's the pill Qi that leaks out after the medicinal essence is saturated!" 

"The medicinal essence is saturated?" 

Zhang Qingshan was shocked,"you mean, the iron bone body strengthening pill has really been 

refined?" Furthermore, the medicinal essence contained in the pill has already reached its limit, which is 

why it leaked out?" 

"That's right! A pill with the ultimate essence is the most perfect pill!" 

"I've been refining elixirs for decades, but I've never done it before!" This is the highest goal of every 

Alchemist ..." 

As soon as he said that, everyone was even more shocked! His three views collapsed, and he even began 

to doubt his life! 

His master had been refining pills for decades and had never been able to do it, but Chen Xiaobei had 

done it in less than three days? 

Chen Xiaobei had once said that making low-level pills was as easy as cooking vegetables! 

Before this moment, no one believed it at all! 

But at this moment, everyone had to believe it! 

All of a sudden, everyone looked at Chen Xiaobei with admiration! 

"Young master ... Oh no! Teacher!" 

Daoist Yi ru composed himself and praised,"Your alchemy skills have reached the peak! This one is full of 

admiration!" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "It's not a big deal. I've refined a lot of earth-god level pills, and I can 

also do the same! Low-grade medicinal pills are just a drizzle!" 

"Heavens! You're so young, but you've already refined earth-god level pills?  compared to you, I feel like 

I've wasted my life ...  Reverend Yiru swallowed his saliva as the admiration in his eyes deepened. 

"You don't have to be discouraged!" 



"I'm not targeting anyone when it comes to alchemy!" Below the heaven realm, everyone was a younger 

brother! You can't compare to me, and no one else can!" 

"Yes, yes, yes!" 

Enlightened Yi nodded repeatedly, praising: "In terms of speed, you formed the pill in three days! In 

terms of quality, your pill can be refined as you please! Under the heaven realm, if you claim to be 

second, I dare say that no one would dare to claim to be first!" 

Hearing this, the crowd's admiration for Chen Xiaobei increased even more! 

One must know that alchemy was an extremely rare profession. To be able to become an Alchemist was 

already very, very difficult! 

The strength that Chen Xiaobei had displayed was enough to make him the number one Alchemist in the 

mortal world! 

To ordinary people, this was simply a god-like existence! 

The feelings of worship came from the deepest part of his heart, just like worshiping a God, extremely 

pious! He was extremely respectful! 

Enlightened person Yi ru adjusted his excited mood and asked again,"I have both speed and quality! But 

the problem is, are there enough of them?" 

Hearing this, Zhang Qingshan also became nervous, " "It'll be troublesome if the quantity isn't enough! 

Other old customers might be fine, but Hua hanyue would come too! If you can't take out thirty iron 

bone body strengthening pills, she won't let this matter rest!" 

"Thirty?"  hehe!  Chen Xiaobei laughed.  you guys can count it yourselves. How many are there? " 

"Oh my God ... This, this, this ..." 

Daoist Yi ru, Zhang Qingshan, and the rest immediately walked towards the green jade cauldron. From 

the opening of the cauldron, they instantly saw a shocking scene that they would never forget! 

The cauldron was filled with reddish-brown pills! 

There was no need to count them. With a glance, the number must be around 300! 

 it's just as terrifying ... This young master is not an alchemy master ... He should be an alchemy God!!!  

Zhang Qingshan shrieked,"three days to refine pills, no less than 300!" This was simply a fairy tale! Once 

this news spreads, the entire mortal world will be shaken!" 

Zheng Daqian and the others were dumbfounded and extremely shocked.  "We only prepared the raw 

materials to refine three hundred pills. Young master didn't waste any of them, and instead refined even 

more! This isn't God anymore, this is super god!" 

"Don't flatter me!" 

Chen Xiaobei waved his hand and ordered, " "Count them carefully first, then pack them in batches! 

Hurry up and sell it! I'm in a hurry to use my spirit stones. I don't have time to waste!" 



 yes, yes, yes ...  Zhang Qingshan, Zheng Daqian, and the others immediately began to count the pills in 

detail. They used some specially-made small Jade bottles to store the pills separately to facilitate the 

sales! 

"Young master! We've counted clearly!" 

After a short while, Zhang Qingshan reported,"this time, you've made a total of 333 pills!" Father will sell 

them all as soon as the client arrives. At that time, we'll split it 50 - 50 according to our agreement ..." 

"No! It's not a 50 - 50!" 

At this moment, enlightened Yi, who had been silent for a long time, suddenly shouted. 

"Father?" 

Zhang Qing Shan swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly,"You're not going back on your word, are 

you? We're businessmen ... You're damaging our reputation by doing this ..." 

"Right! I'm going back on my word!" 

Enlightened Yi's eyes narrowed, and he knelt down in front of Chen Xiaobei.  "Teacher! I want to beg you 

to be my master! Teach me the secret art of alchemy! I'm willing to offer all my spirit stones!" 

As soon as he said that, everyone was dumbfounded! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2206: Hanyue Arrives 

A teacher was only responsible for passing on knowledge and clearing doubts! 

A master had to pass down his legacy and ultimate Arts, which was why there was the saying that a 

master was like a father to all living beings! 

At this very moment, a dignified alchemy master was actually kneeling down and begging Chen Xiaobei 

to be his master! 

This scene caused everyone's three views to collapse, and they were shocked to the depths of their 

souls! 

"Father! Are you kidding me?" 

"You're the sect leader of the green Lotus Daoist sect!" Zhang Qingshan said nervously. If you 

acknowledge this young master as your master, what about our own sect?" 

 I've been pursuing alchemy for my entire life. I've been struggling for decades, but I finally stopped 

seven years ago. No matter how much I study, I can't make any more progress!  

Immortal Yi ru said with an extremely serious look,"This young master's alchemy Dao has reached great 

success! If I can become his disciple, my alchemy skills will definitely continue to improve. This is my 

lifelong dream! If I'm lucky enough to become young master's disciple, I won't feel any heartache even if 

the green Lotus Daoist sect is disbanded!" 

Zhang Qingshan, Zheng Daqian, and the others were even more shocked when they heard this. 
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They were all very clear that Daoist Yi ru was a complete and utter alchemy fanatic! He was obsessed 

with alchemy and could give up everything for the sake of refining pills! 

It was also because of this obsession that they were able to continuously create new elixir recipes and 

refine widely-received elixirs. Finally, the green Lotus Daoist sect had the scale it had today! 

At this moment, it was also because of this obsession that he was willing to give up the green Lotus 

Daoist sect that he had created! All for the sake of pursuing a higher goal in alchemy! 

Chen Xiaobei was a smart man. He could tell that she was a person who was sincere and persistent. 

A righteous person with a persistent pursuit was usually trustworthy and respectable. 

"I can take you as my disciple! The green Lotus Daoist sect doesn't need to disband!" 

Chen Xiaobei looked at him and said, "  however, from now on, you and the green Lotus Daoist sect will 

no longer be independent entities. You will be a branch of my bei Xuan faction!  

"Bei Xuan faction?" 

Zheng Daqian was stunned and said awkwardly, "  this name sounds familiar. It seems to be a sect from 

apocalypse Starfield, right? " 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, " "You're right! Bei Xuan is now the sect in apocalypse Starfield, but 

soon, we will have a place in the earth-god Realm!" 

"No problem!" 

 as long as you accept me as your disciple, I will do whatever you say. I will follow your arrangements 

without any objections!  said Daoist Yi. 

"Alright, I agree!" Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

"Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!" 

Enlightened person Yi ru didn't say anything, first kowtowing three times, and loudly shouting,"Disciple 

Zhang Yiru greets master!" 

"Get up!" 

"From today onwards, you are a member of bei Xuan faction!" However, due to some special reasons, 

you can't disclose this to the public for the time being! In front of outsiders, you're still from the green 

Lotus Daoist sect and have nothing to do with the bei Xuan faction!" 

"I understand!" Enlightened Yi ru nodded heavily, his gaze sweeping across the surrounding people, 

saying sternly: "Today's matter is only known to the few of us here. If anyone leaks a single word, don't 

blame me for being merciless!" 

"Father, don't worry! I know what's important!" Zhang Qing Shan swallowed his saliva. Naturally, he 

wouldn't do such a stupid thing! 



 master's kindness to us is as heavy as a mountain. We will definitely not be ungrateful villains!  Zheng 

Daqian and the other nine core disciples were treated very well in the sect, and Yi ruzhen was like a 

father and son. Naturally, they would not leak the secret! 

"Very good!" 

"Yiru, you will continue to run the pill business!" I'll give you some new pill recipes, and you can ask me 

if there's anything you don't understand. I'll personally guide you!" 

"Thank you, master!" 

Enlightened Yi was overjoyed,"one sentence from you is better than a hundred years of reading!" With 

your guidance, my alchemy skills will definitely improve rapidly!" 

"Your aptitude and comprehension are not bad. Your progress should be very fast!" 

"But I really need spiritual stones!" Chen Xiaobei reminded him. While refining pills, you must also do a 

good job in business! Grab hold of the old customers, develop new customers, and earn a pot full of 

money!" 

"This disciple will obey! I'll definitely manage the business well!" 

"If master is short of spiritual stones, I can open the sect's Treasury and give all the spiritual stones to 

you!" 

"No need!" 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  we'll do as we said. I'll take all the money from selling the pills. But I 

don't want any of the spiritual stones in your vault!  

"Master! You're being too polite!" 

"A teacher for a day, a father for all living beings!" My things are your things, don't be polite with me!" 

"I'm not being polite with you!" 

"You still have to maintain the daily expenses of the faction and buy a huge amount of medicinal herbs!" 

The spirit stones in the Treasury were used to make money! If I take it, it's the same as killing the 

chicken to get the egg! Our business will be affected in the future, and the loss outweighs the gain!" 

"Master is right!" Enlightened Yi ru composed himself and nodded repeatedly,"I was too happy today, so 

I didn't think it through! We should still follow shizun's wishes!" 

"Then let's do this!" 

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  now, everyone, hurry up and sell off all the freshly made pills. I've been 

looking forward to this sum of spiritual stones for a long time!  

…… 

Then, everyone left the alchemy room and started to get busy. 

In the guest welcoming Hall. 



Yi ru Zhen had contacted more than a dozen old customers in advance, and all of them had arrived on 

time! 

These people were the leaders of the big sects and families in the second level of the starry sea, and 

they all had great backgrounds! 

Moreover, they seemed to be very close friends. It was especially lively when they gathered together, as 

if it was a holiday. It was full of joy and laughter! 

However, with the arrival of a woman, the atmosphere immediately became heavy! 

The cheers and laughter were swept away and replaced by a deep and serious aura, as if they were 

facing a great enemy! 

That's right! It was Hua hanyue, the master of the small hanyue Palace! 

It was rumored that the minor Cold Moon sect and the Jiang family's Grand cloud Palace were mortal 

enemies! 

In the eyes of ordinary people, Hua hanyue must be a tough, domineering, and rough woman since she 

dared to be enemies with the Jiang family! 

However, Hua hanyue was a young woman with a beautiful figure and a beautiful face! 

People who didn't know her would definitely think of her as a pretty girl from a humble family! 

Only those who knew her would know that she was a thorny flower that could not be provoked. 

Whoever provoked her would be severely injured even if they did not die! 

"Sect leader Hua ... Greetings to sect leader Hua ... Greetings to sect leader Hua ..." 

A dozen or so customers with significant backgrounds all stood up and greeted Hua hanyue politely. 

Hua hanyue's expression was as cold as ice. Ignoring everyone, she walked directly to the main seat next 

to Yi ru Zhenren and sat down. She said indifferently, " "Let's start!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2207: Triple Price 

In order to avoid trouble, Chen Xiaobei did not show up. 

In the guest welcoming Hall, Yi ru Zhenren was in charge of the overall situation. 

"Since sect leader Hua is here, let's get to the main topic!" 

"The reason why I've invited all of you here today is because I've recently refined a batch of excellent 

iron bone body strengthening pills!" 

Everyone, including Hua hanyue, was shocked. 

"Brother Yiru! Are you serious?" 

A chubby fatty frowned and said, " "I've worked with you for so many years, but I've never heard you say 

that you can refine an iron bone body strengthening pill of extremely high quality!" 
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"Of course I'm serious!" 

Enlightened Yi said, " the quality of the pills this time is much better than before. Not only is the 

medicinal effect stronger, but it is also easier to absorb. It can be called perfect!  

"Brother Yiru! Don't be too full of yourself, it's easy to be hit in the face!" 

A golden-haired man said with a mocking smile, " "Although all of us here don't know how to refine pills, 

we are very familiar with the quality of pills. If it's not perfect, I can tell with one look! At that time, you 

won't be able to save face!" 

"Yup!" 

 sect leader Hua came down from the nine layers of the starry sea today, " the chubby man laughed.  if 

you disappoint her, you'll have to bear the consequences, brother Yiru!  

 everyone has worked with me for many years. Sect leader Hua has also worked with me for many years. 

In the end, it's all because of my character!  

"I can guarantee with my character and reputation that this batch of iron bone body strengthening pills 

is perfect!" I definitely can't find any flaws!" 

Hearing this, everyone around nodded their heads, obviously very trusting of righteous man. 

Hua hanyue also understood Reverend Yi ru's character very well, so she urged him directly, " "Enough 

nonsense, take out the pill!" 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei accepted him as his disciple was because of his character! 

Taking in a disciple like Daoist Yi ru was equivalent to taking in a mature network of the pill business! A 

righteous customer would become Chen Xiaobei's customer! 

In the future, as more and more high-quality pills were refined, the existing customers could help to 

develop new customers! 

With this network, Chen Xiaobei's pill business would have a solid foundation. 

In the near future, this business would definitely grow and become a money tree that would help Chen 

Xiaobei earn a lot of spiritual stones. 

Of course, this was a story for later. 

The most important task at hand was to sell all the iron bone body strengthening pills at a high price! 

"Please wait a moment, sect Master Hua ..." 

"As the saying goes, you get what you pay for!" This time, the quality of the pills will increase, so will the 

price!" 

"We have a deal and the price has been confirmed. Are you going back on your word?" Hua hanyue's 

brows furrowed slightly, and her clear and beautiful eyes exuded a trace of coldness. 

"No, no, no! I definitely won't break the agreement!" 



"My agreement with sect leader Hua is to deliver the goods in three months!" If sect leader Hua is not 

willing to buy high quality pills, you can wait for three months. I will send the normal quality pills to the 

little hanyue Palace! The price was still the same! One thousand upper spiritual stones for each pill!" 

Hua hanyue narrowed her eyes, and her fair skin was cold.  "Old Daoist Yi, how long has it been since I 

last saw you? You can already control the quality of the same pill? You're improving at a godly speed!" 

 sect leader Hua, you're too kind ...  perfected Yi ru said awkwardly, " "I have indeed gained some insight 

in the recent alchemy!" 

"Alright! Since you're so confident, let's put down our previous agreement!" Hua hanyue raised her 

eyebrows and asked with interest, " "Tell me, how many spiritual stones do you plan to sell your perfect 

elixir for?" 

"Three thousand!"  perfect quality iron bone body strengthening pill, " venerable Yi ru said seriously.  

3000 upper spiritual stones for each!  

"What? Three thousand superior-grade spirit stones for one?" Everyone cried out in shock. 

The stout man frowned and cursed, " "Brother Yiru! Have you gone crazy thinking about money? The 

market price of a low-grade elixir was 1000 high-grade spirit stones, and he was asking for three times 

the price! They're clearly trying to drive us away!" 

The golden-haired man was also very unhappy and said angrily, " "Brother Yiru! You can't do business 

like this! There were many medicinal pills on the market that could replace the iron bone body 

strengthening pill! We chose you to work with because of your character. You're really disappointing!" 

"You're right ... You're a righteous man! You've really disappointed us ..." 

"Righteous man, what are you thinking? We can't accept such a black-hearted offer!" 

"This offer is three times the market price! Even a fool would not accept it!" 

All the customers present were not satisfied with the quote from true spirit. 

All of a sudden, curses and complaints rose and fell in the guest welcoming Hall. 

"Bang!" 

At this moment, Hua hanyue's slender hand slammed on the table.  "All of you, shut up!" 

In the guest-welcoming Hall, more than a dozen customers with powerful backgrounds were all silent. 

They closed their mouths tightly and didn't even dare to breathe loudly! 

"I've already said that you get what you pay for!" Hua hanyue said solemnly. Since he dared to bid this 

price, he had to take out something worth this price! If he can't, it's not too late for you to scold him!" 

Everyone nodded in agreement."Yes, yes, yes! Sect leader Hua was right! We should look at the goods 

first, don't rashly curse people ..." 

Hua hanyue said indifferently,"righteous old Daoist, take out your perfect elixir!" I'm really curious what 

it is that can give you such confidence!" 



"No problem!" 

Yi ru Zhenren's face was calm. He took out a small Jade bottle, opened the stopper, and said, " 

"Everyone, please smell it first!" 

"What a refreshing medicinal fragrance!"  it's amazing!  the stout man exclaimed.  I feel so comfortable 

after inhaling it through my nose. Even my fatigue has been greatly reduced!  

The golden-haired man was also surprised,"this medicinal fragrance is too magical!" I can feel that the 

circulation of my breath and blood is much smoother! It's definitely very comfortable to cultivate under 

this medicinal fragrance!" 

For a moment, everyone was attracted by the smell emitted by the small Jade bottle, and exclamations 

of surprise rose and fell. 

However, Hua hanyue's next words shocked everyone. 

"This isn't a medicinal fragrance! It's Dan Qi!" 

Hua hanyue said seriously,"the highest pursuit of elixir making is to follow the Qi when the elixir is 

produced!" Only a perfect elixir that contained the essence of the medicine to the extreme would emit 

elixir Qi! The pill Qi contains the essence of the medicine, which is why you all feel so comfortable!" 

As soon as he said that, the surrounding people were instantly dumbfounded! 

However, Hua hanyue added, "  three thousand upper spiritual stones for one. I'll take as many iron 

bone body strengthening pills of the same quality as you have!  

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2208: Your Friend 

I'll take as many as you have! 

There was no doubt that Hua hanyue was a very domineering and powerful woman. She had a very 

strong foundation. When she spent spirit stones, she was not soft-hearted at all. She was very generous. 

Of course, most importantly, in Hua hanyue's opinion, perfect pills were extremely rare, and there 

would not be many of them. It would not cost many spiritual stones to buy them all at once. 

It was because of this that she had the confidence to say that she would take as many as she had! 

Hearing Hua hanyue's statement, the dozen or so customers around them all showed a regretful 

expression. 

In their opinion, there were not many perfect pills. If Hua hanyue bought all of them, they would have 

nothing to do with it. 

Missing out on a perfect pill would be a regret for anyone. 

However, what enlightened Yi said next shocked everyone. 

"Sect leader Hua, the number of perfect pills in this batch has reached three hundred and thirty-three! 

I'm afraid you won't be able to finish it alone!" Enlightened person said. 
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 how ... How many??? " Hua hanyue's expression froze, and her clear and beautiful eyes revealed deep 

shock. 

"Three hundred and thirty-three!" 

 three thousand upper spiritual stones for each, " perfected righteousness said.  if you buy all of them, it 

will cost nine hundred and ninety-nine thousand upper spiritual stones!  

 this ...  Hua hanyue couldn't help but swallow her saliva. Her fair face suddenly turned red. 

Obviously, even someone as powerful as Hua hanyue could not take out so many spiritual stones at 

once! 

One upper spiritual stone was equivalent to 100 million lower spiritual stones! 

In apocalypse Starfield, a force that could take out 100000 upper spiritual stones at once was considered 

a top force! 

Hua hanyue came from the ninth level of the earthly calamity Star Ocean. If all her assets were included, 

she might be able to exceed 900000 upper spiritual stones! 

However, if she wanted to take out this sum of money, she had to sell everything she had and scrape it 

together! 

It was impossible for her to take out so much cash at once! 

In fact, even the small forces in the earth-god Realm could not take out so many spiritual stones at once! 

To an ordinary person, this was an even more unimaginable astronomical figure! 

Because of this, a few seconds ago, Hua hanyue had said that she would take as much as she had. Now, 

her face was red, and she felt very embarrassed and humiliated. 

Enlightened Yi was very smart and immediately gave him a way out,"It's all my fault for not explaining in 

advance! Sect leader Hua, you can reconsider how much you need!" 

Hua hanyue let out a sigh of relief and said, " "I ... I'll take a hundred!" 

"Alright!" 

Enlightened Yi nodded, his gaze sweeping to the others: "Everyone can tell me the amount you want, 

we'll pay you money and deliver the goods!" 

As soon as he said that, everyone around him revealed a happy expression. 

Hua hanyue had reserved 100 pills, so each of them could still buy more than 10 of the remaining 233 

pills. At least they did not return empty-handed! 

…… 

Very quickly, the transaction was completed! 

These guys were all loyal old customers. In addition, perfect pills were extremely rare, so they paid very 

generously! 



Although Hua hanyue had a strong personality, she followed the rules very well. She paid the three 

hundred thousand upper spiritual stones without missing a single one! 

After paying, Hua hanyue squinted her eyes and tried to ask, " "Old Daoist Yi, how did you refine this 

batch of pills? I know that you couldn't even take out the thirty normal-quality pills I ordered!" 

 I ...  perfected Yi ru said awkwardly, " "I just happened to come up with the method to make the perfect 

iron bone body strengthening pill." 

"Good! Even if you've comprehended the method!" 

"But, with your personality, once you make the first batch of perfect pills, everyone will know about it!" 

Hua hanyue said suspiciously. How could you have been so patient to gather three hundred and thirty-

three pills before calling all of us over?" 

"I ..." 

Enlightened Yi ru was at a loss for words. After hesitating for a long time, he said,  to make a perfect pill, 

I need to be in a special mental state. I was afraid that I would lose this state if I stopped refining, so I 

made more than ten cauldrons of pills without stopping!  

"Special mental state?" "You old man, do you think I'm easy to fool?" Hua hanyue said disdainfully. Tell 

me the truth! What kind of opportunity did you get?" 

"Lucky chance? I don't ..." 

Enlightened Yi ru swallowed his saliva and said, " "Sect leader Hua, don't make wild guesses. I'm selling 

medicinal pills, you can just buy them! If you don't trust me, you can find another Alchemist to work 

with!" 

"What's wrong? Are you angry?" 

"Alright, I won't ask anymore!" Hua hanyue smiled. In the future, if you have any perfect pills, remember 

to inform me first!" 

"No problem!" Enlightened Yi nodded and hurriedly sent Hua hanyue away as if she was the God of 

plague. 

…… 

After that, enlightened Yi placed a total of 999000 high-grade spiritual stones into Chen Xiaobei's infinite 

space ring! 

With the spiritual stones that Chen Xiaobei had left, he now had a total of 1146000 spiritual stones! 

He had earned so many spiritual stones in three days, which was enough for him to level up one small 

realm. He even had extra to spare. It was a huge profit! 

"Master! The transaction has been completed, and all the spirit stones are inside!" 

He then went to the room in the backyard and returned the infinite space ring to Chen Xiaobei. 

"Very good!" 



 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  I've already written down two pill recipes. They are the skybreaking 

cultivation pill and skybreaking cultivation pill!  

As he spoke, Chen Xiaobei handed over the two pill recipes that he had written. 

 thank ... Thank you, master ...  perfected Yi ru received the pill recipe with both hands. His face was 

filled with surprise and his voice was trembling with excitement. 

"These two pills are ancient celestial recipes that I obtained by chance! If there's anything you don't 

understand, you can ask me!" 

"When you can master these two recipes, your alchemy skills will be considered to be at the basic level!" 

At that time, I'll teach you even higher level pill recipes!" 

"Disciple thanks master!" Enlightened Yi ru was extremely excited. He immediately knelt on the ground 

and kowtowed three times! 

"Bang!" 

At this moment, the door of the room was suddenly blown open by a surge of true essence. 

Zhang Qingshan and Zheng Daqian, who were guarding the door, were thrown off their feet by the 

impact of the true essence. Fortunately, they were not injured. 

"Righteous as an old Daoist! There's indeed an expert behind you!" 

Hua hanyue appeared at the door and looked at Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei looked at Hua hanyue and smiled.  "You must be Hua hanyue, right? Just as I imagined, 

she's a tough woman! But I didn't expect that your appearance and figure would be so gentle and 

beautiful!" 

"Who are you?" Hua hanyue looked at Chen Xiaobei from head to toe, but she could not see anything 

special about him. 

No matter how hard he thought, he could not understand why Yi ru would kneel on the ground and call 

Chen Xiaobei 'Sifu'. 

"I'm your good friend!" Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. 

Everyone was dumbfounded by his words! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2209: Revealing Identity 

"Good friends?" 

Hua hanyue frowned and said coldly, " "Little brat! Don't talk nonsense about relationships! I've never 

seen you before!" 

As soon as he said that, the surrounding people immediately looked nervous. 
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They knew very well how strong Hua hanyue was! Whoever dared to provoke this woman would be 

skinned alive! 

How dare Chen Xiaobei flirt with Hua hanyue? he was courting death! Seeking death! 

"We're all family here, so I won't hide it!" 

Chen Xiaobei lifted his hand and took off the human-skinned mask on his face, revealing his true 

appearance. 

"It's you!" Hua hanyue's expression changed drastically, and she was stunned. 

"It's you?" Zheng Daqian screamed as well. He looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he had just seen a ghost! 

"What's the situation? Sect leader Hua, da Qian, you both know my master?" Enlightened Yi's face was 

filled with shock, his brain almost short-circuited. 

 Jiang family? " Hua hanyue was surprised and said, " the small hanyue Palace and the Jiang family are 

enemies. I know everything about the Jiang family!  I've seen this young master's photo a long time ago! 

He's the famous Chen Zhufeng!" 

"Chen Zhufeng? Who is it?" Enlightened Yi and Zhang Qingshan were confused. 

As people from the earthly calamity Star Ocean, they did not pay attention to the affairs of apocalypse 

Starfield. They had not even heard of the famous name Chen Zhufeng! 

 of course!  Hua hanyue praised.  everyone is afraid of the Jiang family, but only Chen Zhufeng dares to 

confront them!  All the core members of the Jiang family of Green Dragon in apocalypse Starfield had 

been killed by Chen Zhufeng! "From what I know, even the heaven dominating faction branch was 

almost destroyed by Chen Zhufeng!" 

 Oh my God ...  Daoist Yi ru and Zhang Qing Shan gasped, their faces full of shock. 

"I really didn't expect this! My master is actually a young hero with heavenly means!" "You're so young, 

but you're able to fight against the Jiang family and heaven dominating faction!" This kind of courage is 

better than the billions of powerhouses in the world!" 

"That's right!" 

Hua hanyue nodded and said,"the enemy of my enemy is my friend!" The Jiang family saw young master 

Chen as a thorn in their side! My little Cold Moon Palace will treat young master Chen as a good friend! 

Young master Chen, if you need any help in the future, you can look for me!" 

"This is a good relationship!"  let's exchange phone numbers!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  faction leader Hua, 

if you need any help, you can call me!  

After that, Chen Xiaobei and Hua hanyue exchanged their phone numbers. 

Hua hanyue kept her phone and asked curiously, " "Zheng da Qian, how do you know young master 

Chen?" 

"Me?" 



Zheng Daqian swallowed his saliva and said, "  about ten days ago, I met Chen Xiaobei by chance. At that 

time ... Childe Chen, can I tell you? " 

"Speak!" Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said. 

Zheng Daqian composed himself and said, " at that time, Jiang minkun brought a group of lackeys and 

planned to kill young master Chen and snatch the treasure ... In the end, young master Chen killed Jiang 

minkun with one punch as if he was killing a chicken!  That battle shocked me to the core, and I still 

remember it clearly!" 

Enlightened Yi ru and Zhang Qingshan were shocked. They knew that Chen Xiaobei's alchemy skills were 

at the peak, but they did not expect that Chen Xiaobei's strength was also so powerful! 

"Good kill!" 

Hua hanyue praised, " the Jiang family is despicable, shameless, and overbearing. They bully men and 

bully women. They do all kinds of evil things. Killing the Jiang family is like helping the heavens!  

"Speaking of Jiang minkun, I've recalled something that I need sect leader Hua's help with!" Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

"Young master Chen, speak! I'll definitely help if I can!" Hua hanyue said. 

 I have a feeling that you are very good at gathering information. I would like to ask you to help me find 

the thirteenth young master of the Jiang family, Jiang haoxuan!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Jiang haoxuan?" Hua hanyue's expression changed slightly.  "Why are you looking for him?" 

 not long ago, Jiang haoxuan almost killed me. I'm going to settle the score with him and send him to 

hell!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

 this ...  Hua hanyue frowned and said, " "Young master Chen! You might have to reconsider this 

matter!" 

"Why?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

Hua hanyue was good at collecting information. She said directly, "  as far as I know, Jiang haoxuan has a 

six-star earth-god instrument, and he has allied with the beiming family. He's like a tiger with wings. 

Childe Chen, I'm afraid you won't be able to gain any advantage from him!  

"Heh, you're underestimating me!" 

 go ahead and find him! I promise you that the day you find Jiang haoxuan will be the day he dies!  Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

"This ..." 

Hua hanyue swallowed and hesitated for a while before nodding.   alright, I'll go look for it first. Once I 

get some news, we'll discuss whether to take action or not!  

Daoist Yi ru, Zhang Qingshan, and Zheng Daqian had long been stunned on the spot, unable to interrupt 

at all. 



For people below the earth-god Realm, the cloud Palace of the Jiang family was a giant crocodile that 

could not be offended. 

Even if they had ten thousand guts, they wouldn't dare to assassinate the Jiang family's people. They 

didn't even dare to think about it! 

 alright, if there's nothing else, everyone can leave now. I plan to cultivate for a while!  Chen Xiaobei 

said. 

"Wait a moment!" 

"Childe Chen!" Hua hanyue quickly asked. Did you make those three hundred over iron bone body 

strengthening pills?" 

"Yes, I am." Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

"I knew it! Although the righteous Daoist's alchemy skills are powerful, it's still far from reaching this 

level!" "Young master Chen's alchemy skills are extraordinary. It's my great fortune to be able to 

become your disciple!" Hua hanyue praised. 

"Faction leader Hua, you flatter me!" Chen Xiaobei smiled. If there's a need, I can help you make some 

more!" 

 No... No need ...  Hua hanyue was embarrassed and embarrassed."This batch of pills is enough for us to 

use for a while!" 

"Is there anything else, sect leader Hua?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"There are!" 

"There's an auction for elixirs in three days!" Hua hanyue said. I want to buy a precious elixir, but I've 

never touched it before and I'm afraid I'll be scammed. So, I want to ask young master Chen to come 

with me to take a look!" 

"Sure!" 

 that's right!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  I'm very interested in the pill business. It's good to go with you!  

"Good! Then it's a deal!" "Three days later, I'll come back here to invite you, Childe Chen," Hua hanyue 

said. 

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, " see you in three days!  

After that, Hua hanyue left the green Lotus sect. 

Chen Xiaobei dismissed the crowd and entered the verdant Emperor's divine gourd. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was not in a hurry to cultivate. Instead, he took out the green jade cauldron and 

prepared to make a type of pill. 

 I might even be able to make a killing at the pill auction three days later!  Chen Xiaobei smiled 

expectantly. 



Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2210: Cultivation Base Skyrocketing 

"The path of cultivation is like climbing the stairway to heaven! Cultivation was extremely difficult, and 

breaking through realms was even more difficult! I'll make a batch of skybreaking cultivation Pills first, 

and I'll definitely shock everyone!" 

Chen Xiaobei's goal was clear. If he wanted to make a lot of money, he had to make pills that no one else 

could! 

The recipe for the skybreaking cultivation pill came from the Grand Supreme elderly Lord, and no one in 

the human world could refine it! 

The rarer something was, the more precious it would be! 

Chen Xiaobei was the only one in the world who had a monopoly on the skybreaking cultivation pill 

business. Naturally, he could earn whatever he wanted! 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

He took out a large number of medicinal herbs from his storage space and placed them into the green 

jade cauldron according to a specific ratio. 

Chen Xiaobei had done this many times before. He was very familiar with the process and it was not 

difficult at all. 

As for the medicinal herbs he needed, Chen Xiaobei already had them all in stock! 

In the past, Chen Xiaobei had raided many treasure vaults and obtained many people's Storage 

Treasures. 

Chen Xiaobei had kept all the useful herbs. 

Especially when it came to the skybreaking cultivation pill, skybreaking cultivation pill, and heavenly dog 

biscuit, Chen Xiaobei would keep all the herbs he needed. 

Only the useless herbs would be thrown into the heaven and earth furnace to be refined. 

 in the next ten days, this batch of skybreaking cultivation pills will be completed!  

 I can use the skybreaking cultivation pill to break through to any cultivation level below God-Ascension 

cultivation! This is a super cheat! I'm sure everyone will go crazy over it!  

Chen Xiaobei's anticipation for the elixir auction that would be held in three days grew! 

Of course, it would take more than ten days to form the pill. Normal time was definitely not enough. He 

had to use the sunlight cache! 

"You, come here!" 

Chen Xiaobei pointed at one of the core elders of heaven dominating faction's Vermillion Bird division 

and asked him to activate the sunlight cache's special ability. 
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At the same time, Chen Xiaobei released the demonic Crow King to watch Shi tuqiang and the others! 

"Whoosh ..." 

After giving out the spiritual stones, Chen Xiaobei sat down beside the green jade cauldron and enjoyed 

the time-acceleration effect of the sunlight cache! 

…… 

An hour had passed. 

The life of the core elder that Chen Xiaobei had called out was almost at the end! 

"You can stop now!" 

Chen Xiaobei ordered and started to plan," same as last time, cultivate for 60 minutes, which is 

equivalent to 60 days, which is 1440 hours!  

[ding Yingying's cultivation base: seven fires spirit-refining, lifespan: 8000 years, physique: 5900000, 

combat power: 4672000! 

"A total of 144000 combat power! With the help of the level-three heavenly path cultivation Halo, my 

combat power has increased by 576000!" 

"At the same time, my cultivation has successfully broken through a small realm and reached the seven 

fire god-refining level!" Chen Xiaobei said excitedly. And it even increased his lifespan by 2000! This feels 

so good!" 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei frowned when he saw how many spiritual stones he had spent. 

 because the small realm is higher, it takes more spiritual stones to increase the same combat power!  

"60 days, 1440 hours!" Three hundred upper spiritual stones per hour, that's a total of four hundred and 

thirty-two thousand upper spiritual stones!" 

 back then, when I was at my richest, I only had 450000 upper spiritual stones. Such a consumption rate 

is simply too terrifying!  

The difficulty of cultivation was as difficult as ascending to the heavens! 

Apart from personal talent and comprehension, the requirements for resources were also extremely 

high! 

Even the descendants of the top rich families in the earth-god Realm mostly relied on the spiritual 

energy emitted by the spiritual vein to cultivate slowly! 

People like Chen Xiaobei, who could directly burn high-grade spiritual stones to increase his cultivation 

level, were extremely rare! 

Even the top wealthy families would find it hard to support such a huge consumption! 

"Fortunately! I've earned a lot this time! Right now, I still have 714000 upper spiritual stones left, which 

can help me break through another minor realm!" 



Chen Xiaobei grinned and called out to another core elder of heaven dominating faction's Vermillion 

Bird branch to open the sunlight cache! 

"Whoosh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei threw out a huge amount of spiritual stones and entered his cultivation state again. 

Even though this cultivation method was indeed very costly! 

But to Chen Xiaobei, a problem that could be solved with spiritual stones was not a problem! 

In Li Bai's words, this was called "a thousand gold scattered and returned!" 

Chen Xiaobei had found the way to the pill business. It was as if he had found a money tree! 

Right now, Chen Xiaobei was burning spiritual stones like crazy, but in the near future, Chen Xiaobei 

would be able to earn it all back with interest! 

A person who knew that he could earn more would naturally not feel heartache over his current 

expenditure! 

…… 

Another hour passed! 

Chen Xiaobei asked the elder to stop! 

[ding Yingying's cultivation base: eight flames God-refining, lifespan: [10500 years, physique: 5900000, 

combat power: 5248000! 

"Hahaha! I've successfully broken through to the eight flames spirit refinement realm!" 

Chen Xiaobei was very excited."My lifespan has been increased by 2500 years! Combat power increased 

by 576000 points! He's only one step away from the nine flames God-refining stage!" 

 as long as I can reach the nine flames spirit-refining realm and merge the nine flames into one, I can 

create my essence soul and break through to become a essence soul realm earth immortal!  

After the battle at the spirit condensation immortal abode, Chen Xiaobei finally realized the importance 

of strength! 

All this time, Chen Xiaobei's focus was on increasing his cultivation! 

Finally, Chen Xiaobei's hard work paid off. He broke through three small realms and reached the eight 

fire god-refining level! 

He was only 252000 combat power away from the nine flames God-refining stage! 

He was getting closer and closer to the earth level deity realm! 

Chen Xiaobei had always wanted to go to the earth-god Realm! The little fox that he had been dreaming 

of was right there! Lu Bu, Diao Chan, and Ying Zheng were also there! 



Most importantly, the earth-god Realm could make Chen Xiaobei stronger, so that he could attack the 

celestial-God Realm! 

"It's only been two hours! The agreement with Hua hanyue was three days later. I still have time to 

continue cultivating!" 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and said, "  after breaking through a small realm, I'll need to spend 

400 upper spiritual stones every hour. That's a total of 576000 upper spiritual stones. I'm left with 

138000 upper spiritual stones!  

 continue to open the sunlight cache! Let's use up all these spirit stones first!  

Chen Xiaobei then called out to another elder and went back to his cultivation! 

…… 

After breaking through to the eight flames God-refining stage, the consumption of spiritual stones per 

hour had reached 500 upper spiritual stones! 

276 hours later, all of Chen Xiaobei's spiritual stones had been used up! 

With the sunlight cache's special ability, the actual time had only passed by less than 12 minutes! 

[ding Yingying's cultivation base: eight flames God-refining, lifespan: [10500 years, physique: 5900000, 

combat power: 5358400! 

"My combat strength has increased by 110400! I'm only one step away from the nine flames God-

refining stage!" 

The corner of Chen Xiaobei's mouth lifted into a devilish smile.   it's still early to meet Hua hanyue. I can 

study the legendary infinite sword formation!  


